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As recognized, adventure as competently as experience about lesson, amusement, as with ease as settlement can be gotten by just checking out a books a room full of light also it is not directly done, you could consent even more more or
less this life, just about the world.
We provide you this proper as without difficulty as easy showing off to acquire those all. We pay for a room full of light and numerous ebook collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the midst of them is this a room full of
light that can be your partner.

this and instant that. We move so fast almost like light, going 90 mph, instead of going forward, they were really
going down. A million chains lead them away. The intentions of this book are to honor my Father in heaven and
my Lord Jesus Christ. I know what it's like to be lost in this world. Come in from the cold.
When Fear Falls Away-Jan Frazier 2007-05-01 “Jan Frazier shows us the anatomy of epiphany and reminds us of
the ever-present possibility of healing and freedom and grace.”—Rachel Naomi Remen, M.D., New York Times
bestselling author of Kitchen Table Wisdom In August 2003, virtually overnight, Jan Frazier experienced “a
dramatic falling away of fear”—not just the immediate fear of her annual medical test but, as she learned as time
went on, her fear of everything. She was “flooded with a causeless joy that has never left me.” In this book, the
commonplace belief that enlightenment is only for saints comes apart at the seams. Anyone can be enlightened,
and all we need to do is ask. This rare and beautiful account puts Jan Frazier solidly in the tradition of enlightened
teachers from J. Krishnamurti to Byron Katie. Guns and money aren’t going to buy peace of mind. Giving up fear
is. “A breathing translation into language of an advance in evolution that is available to the focused heart and the
fortunate intention.”—Stephen Levine, bestselling author of Unattended Sorrow: Recovering from Loss and
Reviving the Heart “Read this delicious, liberating, radical book.”—Jack Kornfield, bestselling author of No Time
Like the Present “If you have ever wondered of a life filled with freedom and free of fear was possible, then this is
the book for you. Jan Frazier shares her personal journey with a level of intimacy normally saved for one’s closest
confidantes. The result is a book that serves as a beacon for anyone who is ready to experience joy on every
level.”—Shelly Rachanow, author of If Women Ran the World, Sh*t Would Get Done
The New Age Primer-Virgil Armstrong 1997-06-01 Welcome to the New Age. It is here. Now. Everywhere. From
the way medicine treats the body, mind, and spirit to quantum physics and the films you see, you are noticing a
changing reality. Whether you are a newcomer to this age or an adept, you will find this overview fascinating,
informative, and empowering. It is a textbook designed to clarify concepts once considered alien to Western
thinking. As a guidebook to expand your reality, it can change your ideas about time, space, matter, and even who
you are.
Scare the Light Away-Vicki Delany 2012-01-31 "Delany delivers an outstanding debut novel that explores the
good, the bad, and the ugly of family relationships." —Booklist Rebecca McKenzie, a successful Vancouver
businesswoman, returns to tiny Hope River after an absence of 30 years to attend her mother's funeral. Estranged
from her father and two older siblings, she'd left a brutal childhood and a psychopathic grandfather behind. She
expects her visit to be short. But then she discovers the diaries written by her mother, a British war bride with a
young baby who came to Canada to join a husband she scarcely knew, and finds her heart wrung by her mother's
story. Meanwhile, a young girl has gone missing, and suspicion falls on Rebecca's handsome, charming brother
Jimmy. Before long, violence threatens and Rebecca must put aside some long-held grievances to cut to the heart
of the crime.
Life and Light for Woman- 1909
April Shadows-Virginia Andrews 2012-12-25 April had always felt like an outsider. Her older sister Brenda was
tall, athletic, competitive and sure of herself. April Taylor, on the other hand, was short, sensitive and overweight
- and she couldn't bounce back from their father's cutting criticisms the way Brenda did. April didn't know why
their once-loving dad had become a coldhearted monster, but she was sure it had something to do with her. And
she could see how his cruel behaviour was tearing away at his gentle mother. But a glimmer of happiness returns
when Brenda brings home her college roommate: beautiful, bewitching Celia. And April wonders if she might not
be so different from Brenda after all . . .
Images of Light-Sharon R. Chace 2013-01-11 Suitable for Advent or Lent, these meditations on pictorial images of
light are navigational aids in the ascent to trust in the triumph. In a relatively late in life synthesis of her interests
in art and religion, Sharon R. Chace explores art that evokes the light of a star, inclusion, forgiveness, caring,
healing, speaking truth to power, transfiguration, and resurrection. Questions for individual or group
consideration invite further reflection and discussion about the art and personal experiences. Living in the light is
a way to participate in God-like healing love. Being lights in the world can help one another sustain trust in the
implicit meaning of Christmas and Easter that is in the prologue of the Gospel of John (1:1-5). The Gospel writer
concludes with a declarative sentence of promise: "The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not
overcome it."
Stillness & Light-Henry Plummer 2009 Shaker buildings have long been admired for their simplicity of design and
sturdy craftsmanship, with form always following function. Over the years, their distinctive physical
characteristics have invited as much study as imitation. Their clean, unadorned lines have been said to reflect
core Shaker beliefs such as honesty, integrity, purity, and perfection. In this book, Henry Plummer focuses on the
use of natural light in Shaker architecture, noting that Shaker builders manipulated light not only for practical
reasons of illumination but also to sculpt a deliberately spiritual, visual presence within their space. Stillness and
Light celebrates this subtly beautiful aspect of Shaker innovation and construction, captured in more than 100
stunning photographs.
Designing With Light-Jason Livingston 2014-10-23 A comprehensive introduction to the theory and practice of
lighting design Designing With Light: The Art, Science, and Practice of Architectural Lighting Design is a
comprehensive introduction to the intelligent use of lighting to define and enhance a space. The book explores all
aspects of the process, including aesthetics, technology, and practicalities, in a clear, concise manner designed to
provide the reader with a full working knowledge of lighting design. Color illustrations throughout demonstrate
the real-world effects of the concepts presented, and the companion website offers video animations and exercises
to better illuminate the art and science of lighting. The book addresses the considerations that should be a part of
any designer's process, and provides thorough guidance on meeting the various demands with smarter design.
Lighting is an essential element of interior design, and despite its ubiquity, is difficult to truly master. A designer
with a fundamental and conceptual understanding of light is empowered to create simple, typical spaces, or work
intelligently with lighting consultants on more complex projects. Designing With Light contains special
discussions on color, light, and health, as well as the latest information on energy efficient lighting, control
systems, and other technologies. Topics include: Physics, psychology, and perception of light Current and future
lighting technology Communication, documentation, and the design process Sustainability, daylighting, and
energy efficiency The book also contains an entire chapter on building and energy codes, as well as practical
guidance on photometrics and calculations. Lighting can make or break an otherwise well-designed space, so
designers need the background to be able to think intelligently about illumination factors during all stages of the
process. With comprehensive coverage and thorough explanation, Designing With Light is a complete resource for
students and professionals alike.
Our Saviour's divine sermon on the mount ... explained ... in diverse sermons and discourses-James Blair 1740
Lucy Blue and the Daughters of Light-Dana Redfield 1998-08-01 When Shandie's lover dies, the wife he kept a
secret suddenly appears -- for better or worse.
Just For The Summer-Judy Astley 2011-06-30 Every July, the lucky owners of Cornish holiday homes set off for
their annual break. They close up their desirable semis in smartish London suburbs - having turned off the Aga
and turned on the burglar alarm - and look forward to a carefree, restful, somehow more fulfilling summer. Clare
is more than usually ready for her holiday. Her daughter, Miranda, is hitting adolescence bigtime, and her
husband Jack is harbouring unsettling thoughts of a change in lifestyle. No wonder that Clare is contemplating a
bit of extra-marital adventure, possibly with Eliot, the successful, heavy-drinking author in the adjoining holiday
property. Unexpected disasters occur, revelations are made and, as the summer ends, real life will never be quite
the same again.
The Many Shades of Light-Shoshana Avni 2014-08-08 Young Sarah is dazzling, intelligent, and sassy. Older Sarah
is also intriguing and wise. They both know the meaning of fully loving the other and being loved. They are both
sensual and enjoy sex. The Many Shades of Light stretches a span of more than sixty years in the life of this
incredible woman. You will not put down the book until you finish reading, and then, you would like to have Sarah
as your friend.
Pick Your Poison-Kristi Holl 2009-05-26 When a group of Jeri McKane’s friends help Abby present a birthday
dinner for her home-ec project, the party ends up in the trashcan ... literally. Is it just an unfortunate event, or
have the friends been intentionally poisoned? Jeri’s instinct says something isn’t right, and the girls follow a trail
that leads to some not-so-sweet evidence. Tween girls can wonder why God doesn’t step in when meanness and
injustice happens. This story helps them see how he often uses ordinary people to help uncover the truth!
Whispering-Jane Aiken Hodge 2014-01-23 When Caterina Gomez returns to her beloved home of Oporto, Portugal,
her troubles have only just begun. The country is at war with France and, even though Oporto is no longer in
French hands, it is a shadow of its former self. The scandalous cloud that Caterina left under is still not forgotten,
and her cruel and distant father insists on a hasty marriage or the convent. Half English and half Portuguese, she
must walk a fine line between both societies, which is all made near impossible considering her troubled past.
Thankfully, her dear friend Miss Harriet Brown and cousin Jeremy Craddock have accompanied her from England.
But Harriet can only offer comfort whilst sharing in her fate, and Jeremy, who is seeking treatment for his ill
health, becomes distracted by his fair and pretty healer. Then Caterina's past resurfaces in a most confusing
manner in the shape of Luiz, her childhood sweetheart, drawing her further into the tangles of political intrigue.
Romantic as the adventure is, Caterina must try to keep a cool head in order to find out quickly those who can be
trusted, and those who are not what they appear. For she has a secret, one that must be guarded at all costs...

A Room Full of Light-FJ Rocca 2015-06-26 In this probing novel, FJ Rocca examines the phenomenon of the idiotsavant, in this case, a mentally handicapped young man who is a genius with a paintbrush or a lump of charcoal.
While he may not possess ordinary language and speech, he speaks through his paintings. They are more than
pictures. They are conversations of imagery through which he interprets the world he sees. His talent clashes
with a would-be painter who cannot tolerate the contrast of brilliance and mediocrity; while a famous psychiatrist
searches to discover a way to help him survive and find the light. His talent gives hope to his mother, who wants
only to open a window into that room full of light she knows is inside his mind. But hope is a two-edged sword that
can cut its way through the heart of its holder.
A Room Full of Shadows-Ronald L. Faust 2019-04-09 This book is a memoir of a minister and peace activist in
partnership with a whimsical ant to show a lifetime of artifacts in a room that uncovers thinking about peace and
justice issues, such as in the following themes: • The values of Jesus and biblical evidence often give preference
for insignificance and love for peace. • A history of protests demonstrates against injustices and nuclear weapons.
• Disenfranchisement of democracy is like wiping out a colony of ants and tagging them with tiny obituaries. •
The end of life is a normal part of nature, and death shows up in layers to enhance the cosmos. A Room Full of
Shadows is a valuable resource for thinking deeper about our whimsical insignificance and finding peace in the
shadows.
Studies in Metaphysics-Peter A. French 1979 Studies in Metaphysics was first published in 1979. Minnesota
Archive Editions uses digital technology to make long-unavailable books once again accessible, and are published
unaltered from the original University of Minnesota Press editions.
A Room Full of Bones-Elly Griffiths 2012-07-03 “Rich in atmosphere and history and blessed by [Griffith’s]
continuing development of brilliant, feisty, independent Ruth . . . A Room Full of Bones, like its predecessors,
works its magic on the reader's imagination.” —Richmond Times-Dispatch When Ruth Galloway arrives to
supervise the opening of a coffin containing the bones of a medieval bishop, she finds the museum’s curator lying
dead on the floor. Soon after, the museum’s wealthy owner is also found dead, in his stables. These two deaths
could be from natural causes, but once again Ruth and DCI Harry Nelson cross paths during the investigation.
When threatening letters come to light, events take an even more sinister turn. But as Ruth’s friends become
involved, where will her loyalties lie? As her convictions are tested, Ruth and Nelson must discover how
Aboriginal skulls, drug smuggling, and the mystery of “The Dreaming” hold the answers to these deaths, as well
as the keys to their own survival. “Lovers of well-written and intelligent traditional mysteries will welcome
[Griffith’s] fourth book . . . A Room Full of Bones is a clever blend of history and mystery with more than enough
forensic details to attract the more attentive reader.” —Denver Post "Galloway is an Everywoman, smart,
successful and a little bit unsure of herself. Readers will look forward to learning more about her." —USA Today
Conversations of the Gods-Christopher Monbelly 2011-05-14
Bound in a River of Light-Michelle Redonnet 2007-04 This little book is a collection of essays on discipleship and
community, and one story, written for the Spiritus Christi community in Rochester, New York. Taken together,
these essays become the story of one woman's inner journey through mid-life. Beginning at a time when the
author still had children at home, the essays move through her time in seminary and her work at St. Joseph's
House of Hospitality, the Rochester Catholic Worker, as she explores God's call and learns that life after children
is full and rich after all. Profits from the sale of this book will benefit the Spiritus Christi Mental Health Ministry.
And It Was Full of Light!-Robert W. Littlefield 2010-11-07 Bobby Fowler is the first and only out gay kid at
Dunston High School. Unathletic and small for his age, Bobby was orphaned soon after moving from New England
to Dunston, a ranching town in central Texas, just before freshman year. Deeply scarred from a near-fatal beating
during sophomore year, Bobby finds solace in his drums, composing music, and his two closest friends. Only two
types of students go to Dunston High School, according to his soul mate, Chloe: football players, and those who
adore them. And Bobby, along with every girl in school and every woman in town, for that matter, adores one
football player in particular. Kyle Faulkner, the star quarterback, has it all, and not just because his heroics
brought home a state championship to his football-crazed town. With stunning good looks, a muscular physique, a
dazzling Hollywood smile and a winning personality, it's no surprise that Kyle is a god in school. Kyle, along with
everyone else, thinks of himself as the ultimate straight boy, the guy every girl wants to date. But Kyle has secret
that he can't even admit to himself. He never asks himself why he sneaks peeks at the Gay Kid or why he dreams
of wrapping his arms around him. But just a few weeks before graduation, Kyle finds out why during an
unexpected and violent encounter with Bobby. It is an encounter which causes Kyle to admit the unthinkable. And
unless Bobby can convince him there is a way out of the trap he thinks he's in, their encounter will lead to a
terrifying climax that could cost both boys their lives.
Memoirs and history of Capt. F. W. Alexander's Baltimore Battery of light artillery, U. S. V-F.W. Wild 1912
A Room Full of Mirrors-Keiko Ikeda 1998 Drawing on candid personal narratives derived from reunions ranging
from the fifth to the fiftieth, this pathbreaking book demonstrates that for many Americans the high school
reunion is a rich, poignant experience and a dramatic moment in the construction of self and meaning in
adulthood.
Empire of Light-David White 2011-11-15 As in Rimbauds The Drunken Boat, Empire of Light will take you down a
stream of consciousness stream in a rudderless boat to experience visions of ruin and beauty. This book explores a
peculiarly American landscape of magnificence and decay, reveling in nightmarish and dreamlike events. The
world of Empire of Light will fascinate you.
A Cosmic Understanding of Disease and Cure-Artimia Arian 2013-12-16 This book is an attempt to demonstrate
the origin of disease, as the Earth abounds in chronic degenerative diseases today, that according to orthodox
medicine are incurable. If you understand the origin of an imbalance, which is all any disease really is, then you
can recreate a balance and bring about a healing.
Hands of Light-Barbara Ann Brennan 2011-03-23 With the clarity of a physicist and the compassion of a gifted
healer with fifteen years of professional experience observing 5,000 clients and students, Barbara Ann Brennan
presents the first in-depth study of the human energy field for people who seek happiness, health and their full
potential. Our physical bodies exist within a larger "body," a human energy field or aura, which is the vehicle
through which we create our experience of reality, including health and illness. It is through this energy field that
we have the power to heal ourselves. This energy body -- only recently verified by scientists, but long known to
healers and mystics -- is the starting point of all illness. Here, our most powerful and profound human interactions
take place, the precursor and healer of all physiological and emotional disturbances. Hands of Light is your guide
to a new wholeness. It offers: • A new paradigm for the human, in health, relationship, and disease • An
understanding of how the human energy field looks, functions, is disturbed, healed, and interacts with friends and
lovers. • Training in the ability to see and interpret auras • Medically verified case studies of healing people from
all walks of life with a variety of illnesses. • Guidelines for healing the self and others. • The author's personal and
intriguing life adventure which gives us a model for growth, courage and possibilities for expanded consciousness
A Suitcase Full of Secrets-Francesca Gray 2013-05 When Karen and her three oldest friends, Mona, Theresa, and
Lisa embark on an all-girls getaway to Cancun Mexico, Karen hoped that she was leaving her abusive marriage
behind her for good and that her daughter would finally be safe. When over a million dollars in cash unexpectedly
turns up in her suitcase, and a handsome stranger begins tailing the women, Karen is confronted by personal
demons she thought she had vanquished. As the four women struggle with distinguishing between right and
wrong, they begin to open themselves up to each other and share pieces of their lives, forever forging a tight bond
and turning this trip into one that they will never forget.
Sand Against the Wind-Barbara Cueter 2007-10-23 Nettie meets an irresistible rogue, and after a whirlwind
wooing in the 1929 Appalachian summer, finds herself living at Millview, a farm located miles from everything she
loves. She struggles to make her marriage work despite the ever-present shadow of Lurania, Millard's mother,
and Herbert, his first cousin. Nettie resolves to be a good wife, but plans to leave as soon as she has the money.
Faced with an insolent Depression and Millard's intermittent rages, Nettie plans a new life for her children as she
conceals her own. "It's one of the best historical novel manuscripts I've received in a long time." Wm. Greenleaf,
Editor, Writer's Digest.
Member of the Working Class-Milton Wolff 2005 The autobiography Member of the Working Class provides a rich,
unusually detailed portrait of the early working-class life of Milton Wolff during the 1920s and 1930s.
Scientifica for Year 8, Age 13-David Ryan Sang 2005 Bring your science lessons to life with Scientifica. Providing
just the right proportion of 'reading' versus 'doing', these engaging resources are differentiated to support and
challenge pupils of varying abilities.
Come in from the Cold-Michael Krutz 2012-05 A journey in this life through storms, pits, and valleys . A journey in
which a young man learns of trust, closeness, tenderness of love, and never ever being alone. A journey of
strength and friendship. A journey in a walk with God and his Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ. Walking down the
road of despair, all alone with weights I can't bear, and my heart doesn't feel song, only tears come along, and
they call to their friends. Walking broken on my way to nowhere, wondering why am I still even here. I can see
clear with my eyes, but it's something inside missing, dying. I can see the madness of a world gone wrong, they
play their games and love their shame and tell the young there is no wrong, while along they sing a song of sin.
The young are torn by drugs and hate, a media world bombards their day, electric this and electric that, instant
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Whispering, first published in 1995, is another great historical romance from the master of the genre – Jane Aiken
Hodge.
The Elementary Parts of Dr. Smith's Compleat System of Opticks-Robert Smith 1778
Professional Web Video-Richard Harrington 2012-08-06 Add professional-level video to your Web communications
toolbox with a complete understanding of the process, potential and limitations of Web video. Step up from the
mini-cam experience with this solid introduction to professional planning and production techniques, ensuring
that your video meets the same standards you set for every other communication program element. Audio,
lighting, editing, encoding, are just a few of the essentials you learn how the pros produce top notch video for the
Web. The companion Web site includes planning and production templates, demo files, and blog updates to help
you put it all to work for you on a daily basis.
Film Studies-Ed Sikov 2010 Ed Sikov builds a step-by-step curriculum for the appreciation of all types of narrative
cinema, detailing the essential elements of film form and systematically training the spectator to be an active
reader and critic. Sikov primes the eye and mind in the special techniques of film analysis. His description of
mise-en-scene helps readers grasp the significance of montage, which in turn reveals the importance of a
director's use of camera movement. He treats a number of fundamental factors in filmmaking, including editing,
composition, lighting, the use of color and sound, and narrative. Film Studies works with any screening list and
can be used within courses on film history, film theory, or popular culture. Straightforward explanations of core
critical concepts, practical advice, and suggested assignments on particular technical, visual, and aesthetic
aspects further anchor the reader's understanding of the formal language and anatomy of film.
Semiotics Unbounded-Susan Petrilli 2005-12-15 The more human knowledge increases, the more signs grow and,
with this expansion, the more the boundaries of the science that studies signs also grows. In Semiotics
Unbounded, Susan Petrilli and Augusto Ponzio explain the explosion of the sign network in the era of global
communication and discuss the important theoretical responses offered by semiotics. Providing a much-needed
introductory guide to the subject, Petrilli and Ponzio explore the ever-growing frontiers of semiotics through the
thought of prominent sign scholars such as Charles Peirce, Victoria Welby, Mikhail Bakhtin, Charles Morris, and
Thomas Sebeok. In an era of global communication, a global approach is necessary, and what may seem to be the
whole, is only a part – a view being at once globalizing and open. Each and every sign is never self-sufficient and
closed but exists always in a relation of otherness. This is true of the signs forming animals and human beings,
individuals and communities, and involves the implication of all living beings in the life of all others. Semiotics
Unbounded offers a new and original survey of the science of signs, evaluating it in relation to the problems of our
time, not only of a scientific order, but also the problems concerning everyday social life.
Power, Politics, and Change-Osho 2011-04-12 Challenges popular wisdom to argue that corruption is an inherent
tendency, revealing the sources of corruption in everyday life while outlining a vision for a society that recognizes
individuals, in a set that includes a DVD of the author addressing questions from the book. Original. 25,000 first
printing.
The Ordinary-Jim Grimsley 2005-10 Believing her technologically advanced civilization to be superior to a
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superstitious planet to which hers is linked by the Twil Gate portal, linguist Jedda Martele finds herself rethinking
her beliefs in the wake of a series of unimaginable events and imminent war. Reprint.
An Exposition of the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark-Richard Watson 1852
Helping Students Graduate-Jay Smink 2004 This book describes the fifteen strategies identified through research
reviewed by The National Dropout Prevention Center and Network at Clemson University. Each chapter in this
book was written by a nationally recognized authority in that field. Research has shown that these 15 strategies
have been successfully implemented: - in all school levels from K - 12 - in rural, suburban, and urban centers - as
stand-alone programs or as part of systemic school improvement plans. Helping Students Graduate: A Strategic
Approach to Dropout Prevention also covers - No Child Left Behind and its effects on dropout rates - Dealing with
Hispanic dropouts - Differences and similarities between rural and urban dropouts These fifteen strategies have
been adopted by the U.S. Department of Education. They are applicable to all students, including students with
disabilities.
Our Caribbean-Thomas Glave 2008 The first book of its kind, Our Caribbean is an anthology of lesbian and gay
writing from across the Antilles. The author and activist Thomas Glave has gathered outstanding fiction,
nonfiction, memoir, and poetry by little-known writers together with selections by internationally celebrated
figures such as José Alcántara Almánzar, Reinaldo Arenas, Dionne Brand, Michelle Cliff, Audre Lorde, Achy
Obejas, and Assotto Saint. The result is an unprecedented literary conversation on gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgendered experiences throughout the Caribbean and its far-flung diaspora. Many selections were originally
published in Spanish, Dutch, or creole languages; some are translated into English here for the first time. The
thirty-seven authors hail from the Bahamas, Barbados, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti,
Jamaica, Panama, Puerto Rico, St. Vincent, St. Kitts, Suriname, and Trinidad. Many have lived outside the
Caribbean, and their writing depicts histories of voluntary migration as well as exile from repressive governments,
communities, and families. Many pieces have a political urgency that reflects their authors' work as activists,
teachers, community organizers, and performers. Desire commingles with ostracism and alienation throughout: in
the evocative portrayals of same-sex love and longing, and in the selections addressing religion, family, race, and
class. From the poem “Saturday Night in San Juan with the Right Sailors” to the poignant narrative “We Came All
the Way from Cuba So You Could Dress Like This?” to an eloquent call for the embrace of difference that
appeared in the Nassau Daily Tribune on the eve of an anti-gay protest, Our Caribbean is a brave and necessary
book. Contributors: José Alcántara Almánzar, Aldo Alvarez, Reinaldo Arenas, Rane Arroyo, Jesús J. Barquet,
Marilyn Bobes, Dionne Brand, Timothy S. Chin, Michelle Cliff, Wesley E. A. Crichlow, Mabel Rodríguez Cuesta,
Ochy Curiel, Faizal Deen, Pedro de Jesús, R. Erica Doyle, Thomas Glave, Rosamond S. King, Helen Klonaris,
Lawrence La Fountain-Stokes, Audre Lorde, Shani Mootoo, Anton Nimblett, Achy Obejas, Leonardo Padura
Fuentes, Virgilio Piñera, Patricia Powell, Kevin Everod Quashie, Juanita Ramos, Colin Robinson, Assotto Saint,
Andrew Salkey, Lawrence Scott, Makeda Silvera, H. Nigel Thomas, Rinaldo Walcott, Gloria Wekker, Lawson
Williams
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